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REPORT OF:  CLERK  
PURPOSE:  FOR INFORMATION 
SUBJECT:   DECISION-MAKING (RESCISSION OF PREVIOUS RESOLUTIONS) 
   “THE SIX-MONTH RULE” 
DATE OF MEETING: 9 JANUARY 2014 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

 1.1 At the meeting held 5 December 2013, Members considered a Notice of Motion 
(submitted by Councillor M Docker) to remove Standing Order 10 (Rescission of Previous 
Decision) from the Standing Orders.  
 
There were two aspects to the proposal: 
 
(1) Rescission of Resolutions taken at previous meetings (the six-month rule); and 
(2) Rescission of Resolutions taken earlier in the same meeting. 
 
Standing Order 10 relates specifically to decisions taken at previous meetings. However, 
discussion focused on the ability to change decisions which had been made earlier in any 
meeting.  
 

The conclusion of the meeting was that the Chairman should, having now heard arguments for 
and against, review the situation.  The Chairman could then submit a proposal to the Parish 
Council which would allow her to take a decision in a meeting, that a matter which had been 
disposed of in the same meeting, should be reviewed and a new vote taken.  
 
The Chairman has not yet considered the matter, but the Clerk has reviewed professional 
advice available. 
 
1.2 Standing Order No. 6 – Rules of Debate 
 
The correct procedures were not followed at the meeting on 5 December 2013. The following 
explanation is included to demonstrate that Councillor Docker will be able to submit his motion 
to any future meeting if he wishes, rather than wait for the six-month period to elapse.  
 

Standing Order No. 6 – Rules of Debate, required that as the motion had been moved by 
Councillor Docker, he had a right of reply, and this was not exercised.  Moreover, when an 
amendment to a motion is moved, it shall be either:  
 

i. to leave out words; 
ii. to add words; 
iii. to leave out words and add other words. 

 
It is moot whether what was proposed was an amendment or a new motion entirely. If it could 
be considered to be an amendment to the motion, it does not have the effect of rescinding the 
original (or substantive) motion under consideration. Therefore, following approval of the 
amended motion (on which a resolution was made), the matter should have been put to the 
meeting as a substantive motion, on which a final vote would be taken.  (Note: If an amendment 
is carried, the original motion, as amended, is put to the vote as a substantive motion, on which 
further amendments can be made.) 
 

2 BACKGROUND TO THE OPERATION OF TOWN AND PARISH COUNCILS 
 

Firstly, please note that other than the title “town” or “parish” there is no difference in law 
between the two types of councils.  They are both local councils.  
 

Parish Councils’ powers derive from the Local Government Act 1972 (LGA 1972), the 
framework within which all local authorities operate (principal and town and parish councils). 
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The Parish Council is only allowed to do that which is permitted by law. This has been modified 
by the General Power of Competence (brought about by the Localism Act 2011) which allows 
appropriately qualified parish councils to do anything, generally, which an individual can do. 
This power is not currently available to Stapeley & District Parish Council. The two criteria to be 
met are - 
 

1   At the time the Council resolves that it meets the criteria, the number of 
councillors elected at the last ordinary election, (or at a subsequent by-election) 
must equal or exceed two-thirds of its total number of councillors.   
There are only four councillors who have been elected (May 2011).  

2   The Clerk must hold a sector-specific qualification.  
 

In addition to the LGA 1972, parish councils are required to observe other law and regulations, 
such as the Localism Act 2011, employment law, the Audit Commission Act, Data Protection 
Act 1998, Freedom of Information Act 2000, health and safety regulations and so on.  There are 
also official sources of professional advice which inform the practice and proceedings of local 
councils; for example, (a) Local Council Administration (cited above); (b) Local Councils 
Explained (published by NALC); and (c) various text books/manuals jointly published by the 
National Association of Local Councils (NALC)/Society of Local Council Clerks (SLCC) such as 
Governance and Accountability in Local Councils in England and Wales: A Practitioner’s 
Guide.1 
 

3 REVIEW OF DECISIONS DURING MEETINGS 
 

One of the reasons given for reviewing decisions during meetings was that “information” which 
might be germane to the issue, could become available during the meeting. This is not so; at 
each meeting, Members are presented with the background to the topic under discussion and the 
decision required. The Clerk would not present an item for discussion unless there was sufficient 
detail for Members to make a decision.   
 
It is the duty of parish councillors to prepare themselves before a meeting, reading all documents. 
If Members consider that they do not have sufficient information to make a decision, the matter 
should be deferred to the next meeting or if time-sensitive, an extra-ordinary meeting should be 
called. In cases where Members consider that they have not, personally, had the time to review 
the documentation (as suggested by some Members at the previous meeting), the matter should 
be deferred unless there is a majority of Members present who have read the documents and are 
able to make a decision. It should be noted that the legal period of notice is 3 clear days (not 
counting the day of issue of the agenda and the day of the meeting).  The Clerk routinely issues 
the agenda 6 clear days before each meeting to give additional time for reviewing documents.  
 

 At the last meeting, the Clerk posed a number of questions in respect of the proposal, to illustrate 
that meetings could become chaotic with no finality to the decisions made.   

 

 What if various people, including the press, public, and some of the 
parish councillors who took part in the earlier debate and vote, had left 
the meeting?  

 What if other parish councillors then arrived and took part in a new 
debate and voted. How would this help with the orderly conduct of 
business or with accountability and transparency?  

 Furthermore, what if the Parish Council wanted to discuss the item a 
third or fourth or fifth time at the same meeting? Where would it end?  

 When would parish councillors, and the public, know with any certainty 
when the Council had finally made a decision?  

 
The proposal appeared to be borne out of “information” which had been presented by a 
member of the public at the end of a previous meeting during the Public Question Time slot. 
The Parish Council should not be giving undue weight to statements from one resident only. To 
act in such a manner is partisan and will not look well to the community. If Members are minded 

                                                      
1 Audit Commission Act 1998 
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to take into account such “information”, it must be verified as reliable by seeking independent 
advice from an authoritative source.  
 

As reported on 5 December 2013, decisions taken at a meeting have immediate effect and do 
not rely on the production of draft minutes (nor the approval of minutes). This opinion is 
supported in “Local Council Administration” (Ninth Edition - Charles Arnold-Baker) and by the 
Regional Legal Adviser for the South-East (Society of Local Council Clerks).  Paragraph 7.31 of 
“Local Council Administration” states “Enforcing decisions: A decision on a topic ends 
discussion upon it. The Council should proceed to the next business and the Chairman must 
rule out of order (as irrelevant) any attempt at that meeting to re-open the previous topic”.  
 

Charles Arnold-Baker OBE is a barrister-at-law of the Inner Temple and his book “Local Council 
Administration” is considered to be the “bible” for town and parish council clerks. 
 

Moreover, although suggested at the previous meeting, the Chairman cannot be given the 
power to decide if the topic should be re-visited in the same meeting as this would be illegal.  
The Parish Council is able to delegate any of its functions to an individual (ie an employee of 
the Council) or a Committee, or a Sub-Committee or another local authority (S.101 of the LGA 
1972). No individual councillor (including the Chairman) can be empowered to act on behalf of 
the Parish Council. “Act” in this context means taking action which binds the Parish Council. 
Individual members are able to make enquiries and establish facts, either as individuals or as 
part of a working group, and then report back to the Parish Council. Members have also been 
able to represent the Parish Council at various Borough Council planning meetings.  

 

The only power which the Chairman has in these circumstances is to vary the order of the 
agenda (in accordance with Standing Orders), which she has on previous occasions.  
 

4 REMOVAL OF STANDING ORDER NO. 10 (SO.10) FROM THE ADOPTED  
 STANDING ORDERS 
 

 Removing SO.10 from the Standing Orders could bring the Parish Council into disrepute 
because decisions could be reviewed at each subsequent meeting, a consequence of which is 
that the public can have no confidence in the finality of decisions. The Clerk has contacted all 
the town and parish councils in the Borough (114).  Twenty-five responses have been received; 
twenty-four have confirmed that “Rescission of Previous Decisions” has not been removed from 
their Standing Orders and one has stated that this Standing Order has been removed and, in 
fact, the parish council can review any decision up until the time the Clerk has taken action to 
put the decisions into effect. Most Clerks have simply answered the question, but there have 
been a few comments; examples as follows.  
 

 “I am not sure why the council would want to remove that standing order. If new 
information comes to light and the circumstances surrounding any particular 
resolution change it can be brought back to council after 6 months anyway.  Or 
even if the circumstances do not change, if the majority want to re-visit it, then it 
could be brought back to council by way of a special resolution. 
 
The standing order just prevents the odd one or two councillors continually 
raising a pet topic on which a decision has already been made. There have 
been a few occasions when we have insisted that particular issues could not be 
debated again within 6 months unless some material new information was 
forthcoming, eg. whether to build a skate park on the playing field.” 
 

 “We have an SO where a decision cannot be rescinded within 6 months unless 
it is by a special motion signed by three councillors.   We have thought about 
using this SO but in the end decided against it.  Removing this SO could result 
in a situation where the Parish Council was constantly going over the same 
ground.”   
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 “We have used this standing order in the case of a disagreement between some 
residents and the Parish Council about the use of some public land at the rear of 
their houses.  It was used as the residents wished the matter to be re-looked at.  
Following the 6 months they had calmed down and realised that what the Parish 
Council had done did not really affect them and they did not wish to pursue it.” 
 

 “We have this in our standing orders and would not remove it.  We have had 
several instances when a Councillor wishes to raise a topic again and he is 
told a decision has been made.   I would rather it stayed.” 
 

 “We took this one out of our standing orders when reviewed earlier this 
year. We generally use the practice that up until a decision has been actioned, 
then it can be reviewed.” 

 
SO.10 provides a satisfactory method of reviewing decisions in a shorter timescale than six 
months if necessary, and the decision can be reviewed at the meeting immediately following 
receipt of the written notice (subject to public notice requirements).  

 

The request for a review should not be taken lightly and there should be a substantial reason 
for requesting it.  

 
5 CONCLUSION 
 

 At the December meeting, a Member expressed the view that if there is no statute barring 
specific action, then, notwithstanding that something might be established practice, or even 
best practice, the Parish Council is entitled to do whatever it wishes. Why would Members wish 
to replace best practice for something which is of a lower standard? 

 

As noted above, the Clerk’s view is that it would be foolhardy to disregard professional advice 
and accepted practices which have been formulated over many years to ensure the smooth and 
efficient operation of local councils. 

 

The Parish Council’s role is to make decisions and the Clerk’s role is to offer advice in respect 
of the decision-making process to ensure that the Council operates legally. The Parish Council 
can choose to disregard the Clerk’s advice. The only time that the Clerk might have a veto 
would be in her role as the S.151 Officer (LGA 1972 – role of the Responsible Financial Officer) 
which enables her to prevent action by the Council which would result in it becoming insolvent.  
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Carol Jones 
Clerk 
December 2013 


